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Equip’Hotel 2014: a very positive business climate,
with an edition held under the banner of hospitality and export
2014
“This 2014 edition was particularly encouraging with a marked increase in projects and investment. This is therefore a quite
optimistic vision which goes hand in hand with the range offered on the show. Equip’Hotel 2014 succeeded in catering to the
needs of professionals by presenting a large number of new products on the stands but also by contributing a host of new ideas
through its Studios. The project “Smile” created a new friendly momentum and the general atmosphere amply reflected this,
making a considerable impact on our buyers: I believe that more than ever, Equip’Hotel, in federating the entire profession has
demonstrated its essential role in this hospitality and catering market,” says Corinne Menegaux, Show Director.
Serge Trigano, the 2014 patron, brought active and considerable support to the
Equip’Hotel teams, most notably with the project “Smile” which instigated a
friendly atmosphere and contributed positive energy to the show. Worth noting
too was the immense success of the Bar Off by Mama Shelter which welcomed
and served visitors and exhibitors throughout the five days of the show.

Equip’Hotel confirmed its status as the international meeting place for
hospitality and catering with international visitor numbers up 5% and a highly
successful inaugural edition of the Club Export and the Top Buyers programme.

Once again this year, Equip’Hotel was home to the widest selection of experts
who discussed and tackled the big issues in hospitality and catering today.
Throughout the 5 days of the show, architects, designers, experts, all active
members of the Ambassadors programme, shared their experiences at
international round tables. The 2014 Equip’Hotel ambassadors offered
considerable support outside of France during the planning and preparation
phases of the show. Photo, from left to right: Trond Ramsøskar, Ramon Esteve,
Kari Hasselknippe, Johan Larsson, Corinne Menegaux, Michel Rheault, Dorte
Krak, Camille Oostwegel, Vertti Kivi.
Equip’Hotel also innovated with the introduction of the Club Export programme,
offering optimised business contacts between 250 major international buyers
(Thailand, USA, Chile, South Africa, Northern Europe, etc.), invited as Equip’Hotel
Top Buyers, and 400 exhibitors looking to increase their exports of goods and
services. More than 3,000 international project planners also signed up to Club
Export and were able to take advantage of the introduction programme.
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With regard to the international media, we welcomed a great number2014
of
international journalists to the show, all delighted with this edition that they
described as very rich in content (innovation, studios, trends, round tables,
different product sectors). The international press conference held on Sunday
16 November attracted around 50 international journalists.

A great many international buyer delegations flocked to the show this year.
Among them featured groups from Canada, Morocco, Tunisia, Slovakia,
Moldova, Italy, Thailand and China.

This edition of Equip’Hotel was also a true catering festival with the attendance of a great number of chefs (including over 150
Michelin-starred chefs!) on the Resto des Chefs, at prestigious contests (Trophée Delaveyne, Trophée Masse, Chefs en Or…), and
at assemblies of chefs on the show (Collège Culinaire). Fresh produce found its home at the heart of the exhibition with the
Producers’ Village and the substantial participation of TransGourmet, in particular with its fresh produce market, launched in
response to key issues in the profession.
Other essential subjects: the noticeable upmarket shift of the interior design offering and the development of “building fittings
and materials” gave professionals a host of new ideas for their establishments. The Equip’Hotel Studios in their role as genuine
trend incubators met with great success.

Equip’Hotel 2014 in figures








111,064 professionals including 19.2 % from outside France
1,600 exhibitors
More than 500 speakers at seminars and round tables
500 chefs including 150 with Michelin stars
15 cookery and design contests bringing together more than 250 contestants
15 trend studios
250 features and live demonstrations
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A look back on 5 action-packed days!
Official visits: Stéphane Le Foll, French Minister of Agriculture, Agrifood and Forestry and
Government Spokesperson, was particularly keen to situate collective catering within2014
the
hospitality and catering industry, with his speech on the Studio Restau’CO. Carole Delga,
Minister of State for Commerce, Small-Scale Industry, Consumer Affairs and the Social and
Solidarity Economy, attached to the Minister of the Economy, Industry and the Digital Sector,
was able to discover the variety of the Horeca offering exhibited at the show.
From Paris City Hall, Corinne Menegaux welcomed Jean-François Martins, Deputy Mayor in
charge of tourism and sports and Olivia Polski, in charge of commerce, small scale industry and
independent professions, marking the city’s interest in the energy and innovation of Horeca actors.
Le Programme Talent Equip’Hotel:
Inside the Bar Off by Mama Shelter, in the presence of Alain Ducasse, Sébastien
Sanjou was voted the first Equip’Hotel Talent in the 2014 year group in the Chefs
and Hotel Owners’ category. Sébastien Sanjou is chef and owner of the 1Michelin-starred Relais des Moines. At the same time, the “2016 Equip’Hotel
Talent” year group was named, comprising William Boquelet, Sébastien Richard,
Jérôme Jaeglé and Denny Imbroisy.
For the “Deco Design” category of Equip’Hotel Talent, the PLAB (Pôle Lorrain de
l’Ameublement Bois) rewarded the 4 young talents shortlisted in the 2014 Deco
Design year group in association with Designer’s Days, with the award of a 4-day
Eductour into the heart of 6 leading furniture manufacturers in the Lorraine
region.
At the show, Régis Botta, the pairing Laetitia Faburel and Emmanuelle Gain, and
Céline Tuzzolino each displayed their interpretations of an ideal hotel room on Room Studio under the artistic guidance of
Thierry Virvaire.

Resto des Chefs: 5 days at the tables of star chefs!
The 5 Michelin-starred chefs Christian Têtedoie, Julien Binz
(photo), Sébastien Sanjou, Richard Toix and Vivian Durand
successively took over the Resto des Chefs kitchen and each day
served lunch to 150 guests as well as catering to 200 visitors with a
takeaway meal. They were seconded every day by students from
the Tecomah catering school and under the leadership of a
restaurant director and a wine waiter from top establishments,
handpicked by Denis Courtiade. Resto des Chefs was designed by
Sarah Lavoine. The kitchen was fitted by Electrolux, with fresh
produce supplied with the compliments of the Rungis national market.
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And the winner is…Equip’Hotel, the stage for every contest!
For the very first time, the Trophée Jean Delaveyne (photo) was held
at
2014
Equip’Hotel. For its 11th edition, the contest was chaired by Anne-Sophie
Pic. Mathieu Desmarest, assistant chef in the kitchens of the French
Presidency, won the Trophy this year in an electric atmosphere under the
watchful eye of leading chefs.
Geoffrey Belin from the Prince de Galles won the first event of the 13th
edition of Trophée Masse organised by Maison Masse, a contest dealing
with foie gras.
The Défis Mixés competitions organised by Centre Culinaire
Contemporain and chaired by Jacques Marcon, was won by the pair
comprising Soizic Rescamp (Centre Culinaire Contemporain) and David Guibert (EHPAD Victor Ecomard Sainte Pazanne).
The contest Cuisine en Joute International, organised by the association Générations Cuisines et Cultures and chaired by
Romain Barthe took place in a red-hot atmosphere and the winning school was Lycée Jean de Forest from Avesnes.
Loïc Martius won the French Artistic Fruit and Vegetable Championship.
The first international final of Chefs en Or by Transgourmet, chaired by Thierry Marx went to Max Zibis from Germany and
Emanuel Mocan from Romania in the chefs and apprentices categories respectively.
The Maîtres Cuisiniers de France, Euro-Toques and Meilleurs Ouvriers de France chose Equip’Hotel for the first edition of the
competition “Équipe espoir de la restauration française”. At this second edition, the Ecole Ferrandi team ran out winner, made
up of Théo Drapeau, Charlotte Rousseau et Gaëtan Thibert who gained the favours of the judges.
Thimothy Saux from the Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines hotel and catering college won the Hotel College Bartender competition
held in association with la CPIH.

Hotels in all their forms at Equip’Hotel!
A huge success for STUDIO DECO: “HOTEL GALLERY”
Presented by Elizabeth Leriche and design consultancy Le LAD with Christophe
DELCOURT and Guillaume TERVER
A space dedicated to hotel trends which shone a spotlight on all the public areas and
living spaces in a hotel: corridors, a leisure room, a spa, a cinema, a photo gallery, a
concept store, a bookshop and a bar.
For Room Studio: mission accomplished!
3 rooms designed by leading architects and designers: Stella Cadente & Florian Claudel,
Hicham Lahlou, Olivier Lapidus (photo) and 3 rooms built by young talents: Régis Botta,
Céline Tuzzolino, Emmanuelle Gain & Laëtitia Faburel, selected as part of the 2014 year
group of the Equip’Hotel Talents competition, in association with Designer’s Days and
under the artistic guidance of Thierry Virvaire.
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Equip’Hotel, a crossroads for all professionals in the Hotel and Catering industry

The Collège Culinaire de France (photo) co-chaired by Alain Ducasse2014
and
Joël Robuchon, chose Equip’Hotel as the venue for its annual general
meeting. It was also the occasion selected to award the appellation of
“Quality Producer-Artisan of the Year” to around a hundred producers and
launch a new label “Quality Producer- Artisan”.
A historical landmark on Equip’Hotel: the first founding assembly of the
GNI (National Grouping of Independents). The GNI, made up of CPIH
chaired by Gérard GUY, FAGIHT chaired by Claude DAUMAS and
SYNHORCAT chaired Didier CHENET, elected the latter as president of the
GNI.

Every day throughout the show, visitors were able to attend seminars and presentations on various studios created by
Equip’Hotel.
Studio Cuisine presented by Remy Lucas, CEO of Cate Marketing: Visitors displayed
considerable interest in this studio to draw inspiration from the 20 ideas contributed by 18
chefs and restaurant owners present on site. Through cookery workshops and
presentations, the speakers exhibited their recipes and solutions to develop their turnover
and increase their clientele. Of special note were contributions this year from
Gourméditerranée and Chefs d’Alsace.

Studio Contract: all the latest developments in hotels and design were analysed by specialists
with market news, sustainable development focuses, deco design trends, room concepts and
UNIFA workshops.
Studio des Arts de la table, against the Coffee Wall, 399 cups lined up
to form the largest selection of coffee cups, under the supervision of
Sylvie Amar. At a seminar, the designer unveiled the “Trends in tableware for 2015.” “Worth
remembering: crumb catchers, beer glasses, cutlery using traditional-materials, and the use of
copper.”
One again this year, Spas received star treatment at the exhibition. Equip’Hotel and Isabelle Charrier offered on Studio Spa a
content-rich programme of presentations and seminars on all the latest issues in spas. These included the findings of the 2014
study on the Spa and wellness market, conducted by Atout France.
Studio Bar, designed and managed by Victor Delpierre, was the stage for talks, demonstrations and industry figures, showing
visitors a range of solutions and handy hints for the bar and service profession. Among the special guests featured Vincent Eliot
(Le Petit Nice), Maxime Hoerth (Le Bristol), Laurent Greco, Julien Escot (Le papà doble), Charles Vasseur (L’Air du Temps), Nir
Chouchana, etc.
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On Studio Techno, round tables on technological solutions to improve communication, sales and management in Horeca
establishments. New technology is moving fast and offers increasing quantities of innovative solutions to improve service quality
and raise the profitability of bars, restaurants and hotels.
Highlight: Job&You operation, mission accomplished! Equip’Hotel shook up the rules of traditional recruitment by offering2014
job
seekers and hospitality and catering recruiters the chance to meet up on the show.
All of the welcome staff at the show was part of the operation Job & You.
Results: around 43% of applicants were given interviews on the spot and a number of them had follow-up meetings planned for
the end of November. Full results will be known at the end of the year to see how many found permanent employment. Watch
this space!
Next steps for Equip’Hotel
See you again in 2016... For the next edition, the show is already planning to stage the various sectors and spaces relating to
hospitality and catering in a global setting, thereby developing the product offering across categories and borders to offer even
more ideas and solution to its visitors.

Make a date in 2016, from 6 to 10 November – Paris Porte de Versailles
About Equip’Hotel
The Equip’Hotel trade show is organised by Reed Exhibitions, the leading trade show organiser. Its portfolio of major hospitality industry events
includes: Equip’Hotel Paris, Marocotel by Equip’Hotel, Marocofood, Marrakech Hospitality Style, Parizza, Sandwich & Snack Show, Taste of
Paris and Vending Paris. Combined, these shows attract more than 2,500 exhibitors and more than 200,000 visitors.
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